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Jubilant Foodworks – Ship to Steady in FY21 
 Date: 05th June 2020 

 CMP: Rs 1,688 

 Mid Cap with Mkt Cap Rs 22,000 crores 

 Industry: Quick Service Restaurant (QSR) 

 Advice: HOLD today. Buy if it falls below Rs 1,400.   

Overview: JFL is India’s leading Quick Service Restaurant chain which operates Domino’s Pizza and 

Dunkin' Donuts chains in India. FY20 revenues and profits were ₹3,927 crores and ₹279 crores The 

Revenues, EBITDA & PAT have grown by 15.7%, 20.9% and 11.4% CAGR resp. over 7 years. 

What’s Good: 1) A new management team since 2017 has revived and improved the firm, growing 

the pizza chain, making the donuts chain profitable, launching a Chinese food segment and focus 

on Same Store Sales Growth 2) The balance sheet looks strong with low debt and good free cash 

flow. 3) The pizza options have become innovative and more reasonably priced. 4) Valuations are 

at historical averages 5) Even during lockdown, home delivery business did not suffer much. 5) An 

upside risk is a V shaped recovery for QSR in FY21 

Key risks: 1) FY21 will be weak due to Covid lockdown and restrictions on restaurants. Also the 

consumers will take time to recover their eating out habits. 2) JFL can be affected by consumption 

and economic cycles 3) Higher Competition 4) Promoter stake reduction plan. 

Advice: HOLD the share for a target price of ₹1,997 by May 2022, a gain of 18% over 2 years. 

Here is an investment research report on Jubilant Foodworks (JFL). 

Jubilant Foodworks – Description and Profile 

 JFL is a Quick Service Restaurant (QSR) firm which operates Domino’s Pizza, Dunkin' Donuts and Hong's 

Kitchen store chains in India. 

 FY20 revenues and profits were ₹3,927 crores and ₹279 crores, respectively. 

 JFL currently operates 1,373 outlets in 282 cities for Domino’s Pizza (DPI), Dunkin' Donuts (DDI) and 

Hong's Kitchen (HK) and is a market leader in the pizza segment, see Fig 1a. The brand logos are in Fig 

1(b).The DPI business also has sub- franchisees in Sri Lanka, Nepal and Bangladesh. JFL also launched 

its first homegrown brand – HK in Chinese cuisine segment. It has more than 30,000 employees.  

 The Domino’s brand was founded in the USA in 1960 by Thomas and James Monaghan. Since then, the 

firm has grown into a global network of over 17,000 pizza stores in 90 countries. 

 97% of JFL’s revenue was from pizzas in FY19. JFL started its first Domino’s pizza store in Jan 1996. The 

DPI stores are generally located in busy markets in urban areas. JFL has an Agreement with Domino’s 

International (DI), with exclusive right to develop and operate stores and the associated trademarks. 

JFL has a franchising agreement till Dec 2024 with right of renewal for another 10 years.  

 For Dunkin’ Donuts, JFL has exclusive rights to operate and develop restaurants in India till Feb 2026. 
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Fig 1(a) – JFL segment wise stores 1(b) JFL Master Franchisees and Brands 

  Started in Apr 2012 in New Delhi, JFL now has 34 DDI outlets. The primary offerings are donuts and 

coffee. Dunkin’ Donuts has more than 12,200 restaurants globally in 45 countries.  

 Leaders: Shyam S. Bhartia (Ch’man), Pratik Pota (CEO), Rajneet Kohli (EVP/COO), Prakash C. Bisht (CFO) 

 Shareholding % is: Promoter gp. 41.9, MFs 11.2, FPIs 35.9, Retail 3.5, Bodies Corporate 4.9, Others 2.6.  

Business Model, News and Updates of JFL 

 Per the agreement, JFL is required to pay store opening fees to DI each time a store is opened. DI has 

to provide consulting services to JFL including completing paperwork and contracts, providing advice 

on Store designs and layouts, marketing and training assistance, and any other operational, financial or 

other assistance that the parties may deem necessary. JFL needs to pay DI a continuing franchising/ 

marketing payment on sales of each store. JFL has a similar role with its sub-franchisees and is itself 

required to contribute an advertising fee on sales of each store for various marketing initiatives. 

 JFL which is part of the diversified Jubilant Bhartia Group. In Feb 2019 said they would pay 0.25% of 

their net sales as royalty to the promoters, effective FY20. However this proposal met with 

shareholder disapproval, and was withdrawn shortly.   

 A shift to online ordering led to ‘online order contribution to delivery sales’ of 89% by Q4FY20. 

 The first HK restaurant was launched in Gurugram in Mar 2019. The restaurant has a young, 

international-looking and trendy design inspired by the colors and the hustle of Asian street markets. 

JFL now has 4 HK restaurants across 2 cities in India (Mar 2020). See Fig 1.  

 JFL announced a 51:49 JV partnership of JFL and Golden Harvest QSR in Bangladesh in Mar 2018 to 

launch Domino’s Pizza. The JV has grown rapidly and opened their third store in Dhaka in Q3FY20. 

 JFL had a tough phase in FY14-17 with a sharp drop in SSSG rates and deteriorating financial 

performance, even as JFL rapidly expanded to new stores which did not near fruit due to industry 

slowdown. However, things changed rapidly after a new management headed by Mr. Pratik Pota came 

up with product quality, cost and technology-related initiatives. 

 JFL opened 2 small format Dunkin' outlets in Q3 FY20, to test the effectiveness of such model. The 

smaller format stores will have lower rent, lower CAPEX and the objective is to see whether they 

payback in under 1.5 to 2 years. The DDI format is now profitable after closing of a few large stores.  

 The Directorate General of Safeguards (DGS) issued a profiteering notice to JFL in July 2018 for 

allegedly not passing on GST rate cut benefit to consumers at its Domino’s Pizza outlets.  

 JFL declared its first ever bonus shares in the ratio of 1:1 in June 2018. 
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 There were allegations against DPI in Apr 2018 that it does not use cheese in its Pizzas as claimed, 

rather it uses a cream emulsified mayo sauce. DPI clarified that these were baseless allegations and it 

uses 100% high quality real mozzarella cheese prepared from real milk. 

 In Sep 2017, a customer found bugs/insects in its Oregano sachets. JFL then carried out a thorough 

inspection across vendors and stores & stated that the sachets were safe for consumption. 

 In Oct 2018, DPI ended a 20-year deal with Coke and switched to Pepsi, and making good cost savings. 

 JFL has 11 Commissaries/ Supply Chain Centers at strategic locations, which serve as mfg. and 

distribution facilities for DPI and DDI, thus enabling it to achieve economies of scale. 

 The management team: experience profile of Pratik Pota (CEO) is impressive with 7 years in HUL, 4 in 

Airtel and 9 with Pepsico. Rajneet Kohli (EVP/COO) worked earlier with Coca Cola and Asian Paints. 

 JFL generally has stores and office premises obtained on operating leases. The lease term is fixed and 

renewable. This is a good strategy and as part of cost cutting many leases are renegotiated. 

 Personal Experience: As a consumer of Domino’s pizza, the analyst has used the services in Kanpur, 

Delhi and Agra. The firm has retained standards across locations and is able to maintain 30 min. 

guarantee delivery. Also, when some customers were witnessed complaining about pizza not served 

hot, the DPI executives quickly resolved their issues without cross questioning. 

COVID-19 updates:  

 Impact of Covid: Pre-lockdown, JFL was the first to invest in systems for zero contact delivery. They 

soon added zero contact takeaway for safety of customers and employees. 

 When the lockdown started in Mar 2020, the JFL outlets did not close, but dine-in was suspended, and 

the home delivery facility continued. Later takeaway from stores was allowed in lockdown 4.0 in May. 

However, due to pandemic, the Same Store Sales Growth (SSSG) in Q4FY20 fell by (3.4)%.  

 JFL in response strengthened the hygiene and sanitation protocols in the stores and commissaries. The 

delivery vehicles and restaurants are sanitized every 4 hours. 

 After the Covid lockdown, JFL was able to re-open 938 stores out of the 1300 total, which cover 87% of 

their entire delivery area before the lockdown. In FY20, JFL opened 130 new stores.  

 Domino’s Pizza, in partnership with ITC Foods launched “Domino’s Essentials” to deliver essential 

items and help Indians stay at home, during the Covid 19 lockdown. 

Quick Service Restaurant Industry in India 

Fig 1(c) – Food Services Segments  

 The Indian food service sector can be divided into 4 segments, see Fig 1(c).  
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 Quick Service Restaurants (QSR) have fast food cuisines and minimal table service, and cater to 

youngsters and working professionals, offering quick delivery of food, good ambience and option of 

home delivery. QSRs generally target people in the 16-35 years range. Frequency of eating out (4-5 per 

month) is low so there is headroom to grow.  

 QSRs are the most preferred destination, followed by casual dining restaurants when it comes to 

eating out, according to the India Food Services Report 2016, brought out by the National Restaurants 

Association of India (NRAI) and consulting firm Technopak Advisors Pvt. Ltd. 

 A most popular eating out options in India are North Indian food (28% of the time), followed by 

Chinese (19%) and South Indian style (9%), according to a Livemint.com report.  

 Restaurants, cafes and international fast food outlets have proliferated in India and eating out has 

become popular. About 81% of consumers prefer to eat out, and 19% get delivery or takeaway. 

 The QSR segment is nascent and has a lot of scope for growth in India. A large number of global QSRs 

have established their outlets with franchise rights of various companies, in addition to Indian QSRs, 

like McDonalds, KFC, Pizza Hut, Taco Bell, Burger King and Domino’s. 

 With factors such as urbanization, rising income levels and improved investment climate, the food 

service sector holds a huge opportunity. The sector has observed tremendous development in the past 

three years, which grew at 11% CAGR during 2015-16 to 2018-19. The sector is estimated to grow at a 

CAGR of 9% by 2022-23 (Source:  NRAI India Food Services Report (IFSR) 2019). 

 GST rate cut from 18% to 5% for the restaurant business was a significant tailwind for the sector. The 

reduction in prices led to a sharp recovery in SSSG’s. JFL in line also reduced the prices of its products 

so the price of pizza fell in the range of 4-11% based on the product.  

Stock Performance and Evaluation  

 The Revenues, EBITDA & PAT of JFL has grown by 15.7%, 20.9% and 11.4% CAGR resp. over 7 years. 

 From a low of ₹380 in 2016 JFL has seen a high of ₹1974 in 2020, which is a remarkable growth. The 

share price has grown with a CAGR of 50.9% in 5 years.  

 The price and dividend history are detailed in Fig 2. The dividend of JFL in FY20 was 60% which is a 

healthy sign. The one-year price high was ₹1,974 in Feb’20 and low was ₹1,078 in Aug’19. 

 Net profit margins rose from 6.5% (FY18) to 8.9% (FY19) and 7.1% (FY20).  

 The market capitalization of Jubilant Foodworks Ltd. is ₹21,887 crores. 

 In FY20, JFL has RoE of 24.95%, RoCE of 22.3% and RoA of 8.3%. These are good numbers. 

 EPS has been growing with a positive trend on YoY basis. Jubilant is net debt-free, which is a good sign.  

 In Fig 3, the SSSG margins have fallen from FY18-20 due to continuous store expansions by JFL and 

increasing shift towards delivery by customers which has affected dine-in. 

 
Fig 2 - Price History  
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Fig 3 - Quarterly Financials  

Fig 4 Price PE Chart  

Fig 5 - Price and EPS Chart  
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 In Fig. 4 we share Price and PE chart. The historical average PE was 70 times and the range was 50-90. 

Due to store expansion and recent COVID-19 pandemic the PE had fallen.   

 In Fig 5, we map the Price and EPS chart indicating the positive trend in last 3 years, in a channel.  

 In Fig 6, Cash from operations of JFL has been positive and increasing; the reduction in Capex is 

improving cash flows. Also, it has stable FCFE in FY17-18 and FY18-19, which is a good sign. 

 JFL is continuously looking at the product and innovation side through consumer insights and by 

tracking market developments. Product quality and affordability initiatives, strong focus on digital and 

overall cost efficiencies led to superior results in the last 6 quarters. 

 D/E is low at 0.45 times in FY18 and the company is net debt free. Dividend yield of 0.23% is low. 

 Current P/E is 51 times of TTM earnings, while the Price/Book is 14.3 times. It indicates that it is in the 

undervalued quadrant currently and makes it a value buy at these levels. 

Fig 6 – JFL Cash flow  

Fig. 7 – Financial Metrics  

 See Fig. 7 for Financial Metrics, profit margins have been increasing from FY17 and are quite stable. 

 Current ratio has been fallen from 1.49 (FY19) TO 1.21 (FY20), which is a good sign. 

 ITR have been stable throughout the years indicating efficiency and productivity in the operations. 
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 RoCE and RoE are in good range i.e., above 20%. 

 RoA has fallen from 17.23% (FY19) to 8.3% (FY20) due to excessive investments in expansion of stores. 

Benchmarking and Financial Projections 

We present a benchmarking exercise of JFL with leaders in comparable industries.  

 
Exhibit 8 - Benchmarking 

 Valuations appear high for JFL. However JFL has historically been in this range of 50-90 PE, see Fig 4.  

 Profit and EBITDA margins are good while not being the best. But 3 year growth has been excellent.  

 RoCE and ROE for JFL are leading. Debt is low.  

 JFL dividend yield is low, so it is conserving resources to improve the balance sheet. 

 SSSG% is good in double digits due to established outlets and online ordering. 

Financial Projections 

Exhibit 9 – Financial Projections  

 We project the financials of JFL for 2 years based on several assumptions. 

 The Covid19 infection and lockdown will affect FY21 performance. JFL may revert to a ‘normal’ 

performance by only July ‘20 in terms of supply, while demand will take till Sept’20. Margins will be 

squeezed in FY20 but revert to normal levels by FY21.  

Strengths 

 Size: Dominos India is the largest QSR in India. It has attained critical mass nationally and incremental 

growth should be at lower cost and high ROI.  

 DPI enjoys a strong brand built up by good advertising, visible network, a service guarantee ‘30 

minutes nahi to free’ and many happy customer experiences. These have made JFL a leader. 

 There is good standardization and consistent service levels across the national chain. 

 The management team has good consumer product experience and the firm is run by professionals 

who have been engaged with building and rebuilding the business. 

Particulars

Jubilant 

FoodWorks   

(FY20)

PVR (FY19) WONDERLA 

(FY19)

 Titan 

Company 

(FY19)

Dominos Pizza 

Ent. (UK)    (June 

19)

Tata Global 

Beverages     

(FY20)

Sales (Rs. in Cr's.) 3,927 3,086 282 19,779 7,152 9,637

EBITDA (Rs. in Cr's.) 945 618 124 2,172 1,179 1,326

Net Profit (Rs. in Cr's.) 279 183 53 1,407 580 535

Market Cap (Rs. in Cr.) 22,000 4,371 624 86,160 27,040 34,259

PE-TTM (x) 72.9 28.4 8.8 60.1 40.8 73.7

Price to Book Value (x) 19.1 2.8 0.7 14.4 13.5 2.4

EBITDA Margin (%) 24.1 20.0 44.0 11.0 16.5 13.8

Net Profit Margin (%) 7.1 6.0 19.7 7.1 8.1 5.6

3 Yr CAGR Sales (%) 13.5 18.6 11.2 20.6 16.4 3.0

3 Yr CAGR Profit (%) 48.6 22.7 -1.6 27.6 12.0 19.2

RoCE (%) 22.3 18.2 10.6 25.9 ------- 9.3

Return on Equity (%) 25.0 16.4 7.0 24.9 36.2 6.6

Debt to Equity Ratio (x) 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.4 337.6 0.2

Dividend Yield (%) 0.2 0.7 3.2 0.5 1.9 0.7

SSSG (in %) 13.9   ----  ------- 16.0 ---------

Particulars Mar '18 Mar '19 Mar '20 Mar '21 E Mar '22 E

Sales Turnover - crores 3,018       3,563       3,927       3,608       4,391       

EBITDA - crores 463          647          945          722          1,054       

Net Profit - crores 196          320          279          247          329          

EPS - Rs/share 14.9 24.2 21.1 18.7 25.0

PE (at current Price) 79.9 90.1 67.6
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 From DPI for pizza, JFL has diversified into Dunkin Donuts (it is now a small but profitable chain) and 

Hong’s Kitchen, which addresses the popular Indian-Chinese segment. Thus JFL is translating the DPI 

learnings to new lines of business which can be high potential successes in future.  

 JFL is able to generate positive and rising cash flow from operations and Free Cash Flow. It has low 

debt and a strong balance sheet. This is also critical to survive through the Covid lockdown quarter. 

 The trend of online ordering + home delivery is a strength of JFL, enhanced by Zero Contact Delivery. 

 In India Domino’s has been successful in attracting not just upper but also the middle and lower 

middle-class consumers with offerings across the spectrum and good value menus. 

 An upside risk is a V shaped recovery for QSR in FY21.  

Weaknesses and Risks 

 JFL is likely to be affected in this Covid infection start period, and needs to be conservative in its 

market approach. The financial problems in FY14-17 were due to both aggression and a bad cycle. 

 With higher health awareness, people are increasingly shifting to healthier alternatives to fast food. 

 Declining RoA and RoCE is a challenge for JFL. 

 With a PE of 72.9 times, it appears expensive. However this is close to the historical average PE of 70.   

 There have been issues in the past with respect to the quality of the ingredients used. JFL needs to 

track this both in the shops and on social media channels where news travels fast.  

 Dominos faces significant competition from other national and international fast food chains such as 

Pizza Hut, Smokin Joe’s, Burger King, McDonalds, Pizza Corner and players from the unorganized 

sector like Darshinis. Due to increased competition, JFI could face a loss of business. 

 The promoter reduced shareholding from 67% during 2010 IPO to 41.9% today. The promoter sold 

stake to fund other group activities. This creates an overhang and suggests promoter disinterest in JFL. 

Opinion, Outlook and Recommendation 

 Restaurants and in particular the QSR segment is a solid business. Within this Domino’s Pizza has 

established itself well in India with a good brand and excellent reach.  

 JFL has recovered from the FY14-17 problems strongly with a new management team having a 

conservative growth plan, focus on cost cutting, operational improvements and SSSG. The balance 

sheet is strong with good free cash flow and low debt. The Dunkin Donuts chain business has swung to 

a profit, and the new chain is Hongs Kitchen addressing Indian-Chinese fast food.  

 The turnaround was going well when the Covid 19 epidemic struck. FY21 will be a period of 

consolidation and adapting to changes to get back to a new normal. From FY22 we expect JFL to revert 

back to its high growth and good margin path. An upside risk is a V shaped recovery for QSR in FY21 

 HOLD with a target price of ₹1,997 for a gain of 18% over 2 years. Buy if it falls below ₹1,400. 

Disclaimer and Explanation 
The target price assumption is a PE of 80 times, above the historical average of 70 times. This document has been prepared by JainMatrix Investments 
Bangalore (JM), and is meant for use by the recipient only as information and is not for circulation. This document is not to be reported or copied or 
made available to others without prior permission of JM. It should not be considered or taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy or sell any 
security. The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources that are considered to be reliable. However, JM has not 
independently verified the accuracy or completeness of the same Punit Jain has a small (<0.1%) holding in Jubilant Foodworks Ltd. since March 2020. 
Neither JM nor any of its affiliates, its directors or its employees accepts any responsibility of whatsoever nature for the information, statements and 
opinion given, made available or expressed herein or for any omission therein. Recipients of this report should be aware that past performance is not 
necessarily a guide to future performance and value of investments can go down as well. Stock market investments are subject to market risks. The 
suitability or otherwise of any investments will depend upon the recipient’s particular circumstances and, in case of doubt, advice should be sought 
from your Investment Adviser. Punit Jain is certified and registered under SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014. Any questions should be 
directed to the director of JainMatrix Investments at punit.jain@jainmatrix.com  
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